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Think Like
Amazon

How to create a digital in-store 
retail experience for less with 

mobile computer vision

#ScanditLovedit
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With the integration of Scandit, Coop has been able to 
deliver a robust, high performance mobile application 
that provides a personalized shopping experience for 
customers while driving revenue for the company.
August Harder
CIO at Coop Switzerland
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We’re seeing a resurgence of the physical store, 
repackaged for the 21st century as a smart 
digital consumer shopping experience. Amazon 
and Chinese retail giant Alibaba are amongst the 
leading revolutionists with their Amazon Go and 
Hema retail concept stores respectively. 

Last year, we published ‘Think Like Amazon’ as 

with such a global phenomenon. Now, it’s more 
relevant than ever to walk through Amazon’s 
doors again to see how you too could progress 
your thinking and remain a retail winner by 
digitally-enabling your stores. 

In 2018, the Amazon Go concept hit the streets 
of Seattle and it is undeniably clever. Their use of 
computer vision together with machine learning 
and AI means customers can enter a store, take 
what they want and just go. A simple scan of the 
Amazon Go app on a customer’s device when 
they enter the store and the value of their virtual 
cart is added up and charged to their account 
once they leave the store. No need for tills, 
checkouts or cashiers. With 3,000 Amazon Go 
stores planned by 2021, this is certainly a retail 
model that looks set to stay.

But Amazon Go and other similar models 

because of the complex way in which they are 
deployed. The Amazon Go ‘just walk out’ concept 
takes the integration of hundreds of hard-wired 
infrared, depth and regular cameras covering 
every square centimeter of a store that have 
been trained for a year using deep learning. Plus 
weighing sensors are needed on every shelf to 
detect when an item is removed or put back. 

This amounts to a very large capital investment in 
infrastructure within new custom-built premises. 
Only time will tell what the longer-term return is 
for Amazon, beyond the quick win of eliminating 
queues. It’s certainly a very convenient way of 
shopping for customers and a great way for the 
retailer to gather real-time data about shopping 

reduction in human interaction as a step too far.

So, what if you could win your customers’ 
hearts and minds with similar, yet more 
diverse, Amazon Go type experiences but 
implement them more simply and cost-

environments. 

At Scandit, we help retailers of all sizes, from 
corner shops to superstores, to interact digitally 

ways without the pain of ripping out shelves or 

our computer vision technology is developed 

already in use everywhere so there is no need 
for purpose-built devices either. 

Continuing to think like Amazon is certainly a fail-

now is that to survive, you really need to start 
harnessing the power of mobile computer vision 
to blend digital and physical experiences in store. 

In this, the second in the series of retail point-of-
view papers, we’ll explore how you can migrate 

can create the same innovative experience step 
by step, but at a fraction of the cost.

Samuel Mueller
CEO and Co-founder, Scandit

We’re in a retail revolution. And whilst 
some retailers are in crisis, others are 
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 Physical 
 with Digital

they shop as they interact with a 
constant stream of virtual information 
from their smartphones and from the 
physical store environment.

from one brand to another. The best way therefore 

and back-of-house. 

Amazon Book stores and the new Amazon Go 

customers. In Amazon’s brick-and-mortar book stores, 

out in store. 

>
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Amazon Go takes the frictionless 

and readers, as well as computer 

shoppers can pick what they want 

think like Amazon in the way they 

deploy mobile computer vision 
 

and employees to interact with  
your products. 

carts, robots, drones and wearables 
enables fast and accurate barcode 

reality, it delivers real-time actionable 

data which helps users make the 

customer data is instantly accessible, 

checkout save customers time. 

of brick-and-mortar stores. It’s 

from in-store processes to back-

instantaneous access to product 

much more time for employees 
to provide a personalized service 
for customers. Mobile computer 
vision software, deployed on mobile 

and small, mainly because of the 
widespread use of mobile devices 
and the dramatic improvements in 
mobile camera performance.

In the last ten years alone, the 
performance of mobile phones 
has improved 100-fold and the 
resolution of built-in cameras has 
increased by a factor of 40 at least. 
This means we can use computer 
vision to process everything in 
real-time, tracking live objects and 
augmenting them with up-to-the 
minute information – it’s where 
the virtual world literally meets 
the physical world. 

And, you can take incremental 

already.

Online product reviews can 
boost in-store sales up to 75%.
Bazaarvoice survey data

75%
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Revolutionize in-store retail experiences easily  

versatile alternative to dedicated physical scanners:

 
to your retail aisles.

 

 

Reduce the total cost of operation and equip every employee  

Minimize maintenance and operational costs.

Free-up employee time to better serve your customers.

Scandit’s interactive scanning technology brought our 
mobile shopping app to life and helped create a new 
channel to drive revenue and increase customer loyalty.
Hideki Hasegawa
CTO, Tokyu Hands
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 Create Value
 Across the Retail
 Ecosystem

In Store
In-store interactions are two-fold:

Consumer-facing:

ubiquity of camera-enabled mobile devices. With 
advanced data capture solutions on mobile apps, 
customers can scan products to learn more about 
them, redeem vouchers or save valuable time by 

self-checkout.

Employee-focused: Our enterprise-

solutions mean you can place 
a smart device in every 
employee’s hand. 

This empowers them to do a host of in-store 

customers with product information and point of 
sale transactions.

There are boundless opportunities to transform We work with retailers to devise the best way to streamline 

customers and your employees, and at the same time, 

Click & Collect

ID Verification

Self-checkout
Rewards & Coupons

Self-scanning

Shelf Management
Clienteling

Price Verification

Order Picking

mPOS

Augmented 
Product Information

Stoc
Inve
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Management Search & Find

Stocktaking & 
Inventory Management

Receiving

Shipping

Back of House 

Mobile Shopping

Augmented 
Product Information

At Home
You can stay connected with your customers 24/7 in 

they can read reviews, learn about a product, buy it 

delivery. Every time they use the app, it puts your 

of retailers are already working to 
integrate stores and digital channels.

Avanade Industry Insights 
Jan 2018

57%
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 Digital In-store
 Retail in Action

Augmented Product Information
Connect customers with products fast

customers instant product information as they 

devices, customers can watch product videos, or 

Self-scanning and Self-checkout 
Cut the inconvenience of checkout lines
You can empower customers in-store with a 

devices or at a self-checkout terminal. This not 
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Clienteling
Get to know your customers inside out

to deliver a superior service and develop even better 
personal relationships with your customers.

Mobile POS
Give customers greater buying convenience
You can empower your employees to advise 

more convenient service, and cuts the time and costs 
associated with checkout lines. 

the app is scanning the product 
to check its nutritional quality. 
They are amazed at the speed 
of the scan and the phone’s 
performance. It’s part of the ‘wow 

might be blurry, but it will still 
scan well with Scandit.
François Martin
CTO and Co-founder, Yuka
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Planogram compliance

followed correctly.

Shelf management

they can capture barcode data of all shelf items in 

for markdown, check stock and verify prices. This 

with product selection.

Previously, we had fairly low-res cameras on our 
tablets, but we found that the Scandit solution 

All feedback about the barcode scanner has been 
extremely positive and we regularly get told by 
sales teams that they could not live without it!
Rafal Hartzhorne
Omnichannel Transformation Lead, Clarks

Previously, we had fairly low-res cameras on our 
tablets, but we found that the Scandit solution 

All feedback about the barcode scanner has been 
extremely positive and we regularly get told by 
sales teams that they could not live without it!
Rafal Hartzhorne
Omnichannel Transformation Lead, Clarks
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Stocktaking and inventory 
management
Take the strain out of stock control
Your employees can instantly update 
stock or inventory levels, check product 

See more Scandit technology  
in action 

visit: www.scandit.com/resources/videos

With the introduction of 
smartphones and MatrixScan, 
we are taking a big step 
forward in further digitizing 
our processes. Scandit gives 
us a future-proof solution for 
barcode scanning that is easy 

Roman Melcher
CIO, dm-drogerie markt  

With the introduction of 
smartphones and MatrixScan, 
we are taking a big step 
forward in further digitizing 
our processes. Scandit gives 
us a future-proof solution for 
barcode scanning that is easy 

Roman Melcher
CIO, dm-drogerie markt 
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reality. And the clever part is that you don’t need to look 
any further than the widely used smartphone or other 

It’s really a matter of what makes sense for your business 

of sale processes, consumer product selection and 
 

product data so that over time you’ll create a rich 

Amazon Go to already established retail outlets in the short-term is simply 
not viable or desirable because of its limited focus on self-checkout. That’s 
why we have developed a way for retailers to start their transformation 

Identify retail priorities at an  
exploratory workshop

Enable mobile devices with  
Scandit computer vision technology

 Getting Started

The journey to full digital enablement

like barcodes and smartphones



Continuously improve data capture  
accuracy and performance

Launch more data capture platforms 
(e.g. robots, smart carts etc.) and leverage SKU data to  

launch more value-adding use cases installations for full digital store enablement

15
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capture is readily deployable on 
consumer smartphones and tablets.

times lower than dedicated scanners 
over the device lifetime.

More advanced computer vision 

deployable on camera-enabled 
devices.

and color in real-time.

Our solutions can be added to virtually 

web apps plus standalone applications 

 Why 
 Scandit?
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Leading retailers trust Scandit

to its default settings.
Kristof Schraepen
Digital Transformation Manager, Colruyt Group
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Interact  
with  
Scandit

of employee and customer 

what we could do for you and 

Visit our website:

www.scandit.com

Check out retail 
innovation use cases:

www.scandit.com/industries/retail
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Watch Scandit 
solutions in action:

www.scandit.com/resources/videos

See how it works  
with a demo app:

www.scandit.com/resources/demo-apps

Contact us:
Worldwide: +41 44 586 4540 

www.scandit.com/contact-us
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Scandit AG 

Scandit, Inc. 

www.scandit.com

About Scandit

https://www.facebook.com/Scandit-127334280653842/
https://twitter.com/Scandit
https://www.instagram.com/scandit
http://youtu.be/gnpAgLk_xDU
https://www.linkedin.com/company/scandit/



